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Abstract

Lightning is a massive electrostatic discharge between the electrically charged regions
within clouds or between a cloud and the Earth's surface. While many may find lightning
visually appealing due to the immediacy of its appearance (10 microseconds or less), as well as
the nonlinear, relative complexity and nonuniformity of its structure due to the short step size
and random distribution of higher conductive regions, generally causing a current to channel an
indirect pathway for the transfer of electric charge through normally nonconductive media such
as air, glass, leaves, and soil, lightning is also dangerous. In the past, lightning functioned as a
mythology in which God used storms as tools to punish the wicked. In the present, the lightning
mythology becomes reinvented and recontextualized in terms of risk management and disaster
prevention. While risks can never be entirely avoided, they can nonetheless be identified,
prioritized, and minimized in order to reduce threat probability. The seemingly random nature of
thunderstorms cannot guarantee the individual or group absolute protection from lightning
strikes; however, being aware of, and following proven lightning safety guidelines can greatly
reduce the risk of injury or death.

Intentionality / Avoidance / Digital Rights Management / Injury

When the accumulated electric charges in a thunderstorm become sufficiently large,
lightning discharges take place between opposite charge regions, between charged regions and
the ground, or from a charged region to the neutral atmosphere. In recent years it has become
clear that lightning can be artificially initiated, or triggered, in clouds that would not normally
produce natural lightning discharges. A typical flash of cloud-to-ground lightning is initiated by
electrical breakdown between the small positive charge region near the base of the cloud and the
negative charge region in the middle of the cloud. The preliminary breakdown creates channels
of air that have undergone partial ionization—the conversion of neutral atoms and molecules to
electrically charged ones. Like poetry, air is essentially a non-expressive medium. In technical
terms, a thunderstorm is said to develop when the atmosphere becomes “unstable to vertical
motion.” Spectroscopic measurements reveal that the air molecules, principally those of nitrogen,
oxygen, and water, are split into their respective atoms and that on average one electron is
removed from each atom. The conversion of neutral air molecules to completely ionized plasma
occurs in a few microseconds.
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Instructions for Lightning Avoidance

Know the weather and have an escape plan. Know how long it will take you to reach
safety and watch the sky. Use the 30-30 rule to estimate distance of storm. Actually, don't even
bother to count the first 30—when you see lighting or hear thunder, you should be making your
way to safety or deciding if it is time to implement your safety plan. Generally speaking, if you
see lightning and/or hear thunder, you are already at risk. Louder or more frequent thunder and
lightning activity means the risk for lightning injury or death is increasing. Lightning can strike
within a 10 mile radius even if no rain, sun shining, etc. (some report up to 15 miles). High
winds, rainfall, and cloud cover often act as precursors to actual cloud-to-ground strikes, but not
necessarily. Many lightning casualties occur in the beginning as the storm approaches, or within
30 minutes after the storm has passed.
Avoid open areas such as fields, construction sites, and recreation areas. Avoid water
such as ocean, lakes, swimming pools, rivers. Avoid high places. Avoid trees. Avoid small open
structures such as bus stops, rain shelters, picnic shelters, dugouts, gazebos. Avoid bleachers
(metal or wood). Avoid metal fences or metal objects such as carts, agricultural or construction
equipment, golf carts, telephone lines or power lines, pipelines, or steel fabrications. Avoid
leaning against cars or metal objects such as bicycles and motorcycles. Avoid holding metal
objects such as fishing rods, golf clubs, ski poles, tennis rackets, tools.

Factors Leading to Incorrect Decisions and Possible Injury

1 Belief in myths about lightning and its effects and what to do.
2 Improper education about lightning risks and safety measures.
3 Lack of planning by coaches, parents, referees at sporting events, and activity or outing
organizers as to possible shelter to take during a thunder storm. Adults should be aware that they
are always responsible for the children in their care, particularly if it is an outdoor activity such
as soccer, football, camping, etc.
4 Incorrect estimate of the danger of a possible lightning strike.

While any death is a blow to a family, eventually the family readjusts and goes on.
However, for those who have a relative who suffers significant disability from lightning, life
changes forever and the dreams of that family and the survivor may be markedly altered. The
family income be tremendously decreased if the survivor was one of the breadwinners, or the
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spouse or another family member may have to quit work to care for the survivor if the disability
is great enough. Lightning tends to be a nervous system injury and may affect any or all parts of
the nervous system: the brain, the autonomic nervous system, and the peripheral nervous system.
When the brain is affected, the person often has difficulty with short-term memory, coding new
information and accessing old information, multitasking, distractibility, irritability and
personality change. A great quote sums it up perfectly: "Patients have difficulty in all areas that
require them to analyze more items of information than they can handle simultaneously. They
present (appear) as slow because it takes longer for smaller than normal chunks of information to
be processed. They present as distractible because they do not have the spare capacity to monitor
irrelevant stimuli at the same time as they are attending to the relevant stimulus. They present as
forgetful because while they are concentrating on point A, they do not have the processing space
to think about point B simultaneously. They present as inattentive because when the amount of
information that they are given exceeds their capacities, they cannot take it all in." Early on,
survivors may complain of intense headaches, ringing in the ears, dizziness, nausea, vomiting
and other post-concussion types of symptoms. Survivors may also experience difficulty sleeping,
sometimes sleeping excessively after the injury but changing during the next few weeks to
inability to sleep more than two or three hours at a time. A few may develop persistent seizurelike activity several weeks to months after the injury.
Many may suffer personality changes because of frontal lobe damage and become quite
irritable and easy to anger. The person who wakes up after the injury often does not have the
ability to express what is wrong with them, may not recognize much of it or deny it, becomes
embarrassed when they cannot carry on a conversation, work at their previous job, or do the
same activities that they used to handle. As a result, many self-isolate, withdrawing from church,
friends, family and other activities. Friends, family and co-workers who see the same external
person may not understand why the survivor is so different. Friends may stop coming by or
asking them to participate in activities or survivors may self-isolate out of embarrassment or
irritability. As with other disabilities, families who are not committed to each other are more
likely to break up. Obviously, depression becomes a big problem for people who have changed
so much and lost so much. Suicide is something that almost all severely injured people have
thought about at one time or another. Occasionally, those who do not have access to medical care
or who do not understand what is happening may self-medicate with alcohol and other drugs,
particularly those who have previously sought solace with these compounds. It is very important
that the family and friends of the survivor maintain supportive contact even though it requires an
adjustment in their relationship with the survivor. An injury such as this is an injury to the
family, not just to the person hit.
Survivors often complain of easy fatigability, becoming exhausted after only a few hours
of work. Many return to work but find that they cannot multitask and do all of the activities that
are required at their job. Another common, but often delayed, problem for some survivors is
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pain, also a difficult problem to quantify and manage. The pain may not be from chronic intense
headaches but may be in the back (perhaps from compression and disc injury from the intense
muscle contractions which may throw a person several yards at the time of the injury), or in an
extremity. Some may have nerve entrapment syndromes and a small number may eventually
develop Sympathetically Mediated Pain Syndrome (SMPS). Sometimes the functional tests that
are ordered are testing the wrong thing. An electromyogram (EMG) measures only the largest
nerve fibers, the motor fibers, which are seldom affected by lightning injury. Smaller pain
carrying nerve fibers are not tested by EMG so that a normal EMG means little when ordered for
someone with pain. Likewise, the standard EEG measures primarily surface readings of the brain
and misses seizure activity in several deeper regions.

Instructions for Lightning Avoidance

A house or other substantial building offers the best protection from lightning. In
assessing the safety provided by a particular structure, it is more important to consider what
happens if the structure gets struck by lightning, rather than whether the structure will be hit by
lightning. For a shelter to provide protection from lightning, it must contain a mechanism for
conducting the electrical current from the point of contact to the ground. These mechanisms may
be on the outside of the structure, may be contained within the walls of the structure, or may be a
combination of the two. On the outside, lightning can travel along the outer shell of the building
or may follow metal gutters and downspouts to the ground. Inside a structure, lightning can
follow conductors such as the electrical wiring, plumbing, and telephone lines to the ground.
If you feel hairs on your head, leg or arms tingling and standing on end, you are in an
extremely high electric field. If you or any member of your group experiences any of these signs,
it should be taken as an indication of immediate and severe danger. The response to any of these
signs should be to instantly (seconds matter) drop and move away from all packs, remove metal
shoe fittings, spread out, and adopt the lightning position. Do not ignore these signs and do not
try to run to safety, unless safety is literally seconds away. If any of these signs are detected, the
probability of a close discharge is high and every effort should be made to minimize injuries and
the number of injured.

Subject / Error / Classification / Range
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Subject / Error / Classification / Range (cont.)

Lightning events can be detected (i.e. “read”) by their proximity. It is important to make a
distinction between striking distance, Rs, and attractive radius, Ra. The striking distance is
defined as the distance between the object to be struck and the tip of the downward-moving
leader at the instant that the connecting (upward) leader is initiated from the object (Uman 1987).
It depends solely on the charge of the downward leader and hence return-stroke current. On the
other hand, a calculation of attractive radius also takes into account the geometry of the object to
be struck, i.e. the structure and air terminal. This is done by including physical considerations of
the ionization processes of streamer and leader development (Petrov et al. 2000; D'Alessandro k
Gumley 2001). In general, the attractive radius has a smaller magnitude than the corresponding
striking distance, although the striking distance can be used in place of the attractive radius if
only a rough approximation is required.
In the past, lightning detectors, both inexpensive portable ones for use on the ground and
expensive aircraft systems, detected low frequency radiation because at low frequencies the
signals generated by cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning are stronger (have higher amplitude) and
thus are easier to detect. In the present, RF sensors and light pulse sensors can usefully be
connected in a “coincidence circuit” which requires both kinds of signals simultaneously in order
to produce an output. If such a system is pointed toward a cloud and lightning occurs in that
cloud, both signals will be received; the coincidence circuit will produce an output; and the user
can be sure the cause was lightning. When a lightning discharge occurs within a cloud at night,
the entire cloud appears to illuminate. In daylight these intracloud flashes are rarely visible to the
human eye; nevertheless, optical sensors can detect them. Looking through the window of the
space shuttle in early missions, astronauts used optical sensors to detect lightning in bright sunlit
clouds far below.

Surface Readings / Difference / Negotiation / Transfer

If your skin tingles or your hair stands on the end, a lightning strike may be about to
happen. Crouch down on the balls of your feet with your feet close together. Keep your hands on
your knees and lower your head. Get as low as possible without touching your hands or knees to
the ground. If you are swimming, fishing or boating and there are clouds, dark skies and distant
rumbles of thunder or flashes of lightning, get to land immediately and seek shelter. If you are in
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a boat and cannot get to shore, crouch down in the middle of the boat. Go below if possible. If
you are on land, find a low spot away from trees, metal fences, pipes, tall or long objects. If you
are in the woods, look for an area of shorter trees. Crouch down away from tree trunks.
When an individual is struck by lightning, the primary current arc travels outside the
body, a phenomenon known as “flashover.” Some authors hypothesize that this phenomenon is
protective, causing the current to flow over, rather than through, the body. However, this
immense current likely generates large magnetic fields perpendicular to the body surface, which
in turn induce secondary electric currents within the body. When lightning hits the ground,
current spreads out from the contact point such that if a casualty is standing nearby with feet
apart, the potential difference between the feet may be in the range of 1500 V. When lightning
directly strikes a victim's upper body, a very large potential difference between the upper and
lower body is established.

Atmosphere / Appropriation / Procedure / Threat

If you are caught outside in a storm, always look for appropriate shelter. Do not take any
chances—lightning can use you as a path to the earth just as easily as it can use any other object.
Appropriate shelter would be a building or a car (see the "lightning myth" sidebar at the bottom
of the page to find out why). If you do not have anywhere to go, then you should avoid taking
shelter under trees. Trees attract lightning. Put your feet as close together as possible and crouch
down with your head as low as possible without touching the ground. Never lay down on the
ground. After lightning strikes the ground, there is an electric potential that radiates outward
from the point of contact. If your body is in this area, current can flow through you. You never
want the current to have the ability to pass through your body. This could cause cardiac arrest,
not to mention other organ damage and burns. By making your body as low to the ground as
possible and minimizing the amount of your body in contact with the ground, you can lower the
possibility of a lightning-related injury. If a strike were to occur near you, the current would have
a much more difficult time flowing through your body in this position.
If you are indoors, stay off the phone. If you must call someone, use a cordless phone or
cell phone. If lightning strikes the phone line, the strike will travel to every phone on the line
(and potentially to you if you are holding the phone). Stay away from plumbing pipes (bath tub,
shower). Lightning has the ability to strike a house or near a house and impart an electrical
charge to the metal pipes used for plumbing. This threat is not as great as it used to be, because
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) is often used for indoor plumbing these days. If you are not sure what
your pipes are made of, wait it out. For more information on lightning and related topics, check
out the links on the next page.
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Most ground strikes occur immediately below a cumulonimbus cloud. Rarely, a bolt of
lightning can move horizontally and strike somehwere “out of the blue” (out of the blue sky) as
far as 10 miles (16km) away. These horizontal strikes are rare and unpredictable, so they
shouldn’t affect our decisions. Using the the 50 m search distance of stepped leaders (see above),
lightning tends to hit the closest object within range at the end of the last step. Lightning tends to
hit elevated sharp terrain features like mountain tops. Lightning tends to hit tall trees in open
areas, with objects twice as high receiving roughly 4X the strikes4. Lightning tends to hit bushes
in the desert if the bush is sticking up higher than the flat ground around it. Lightning tends to hit
a boat on the water, especially if it has a tall mast. Lightning can still hit flat ground or water, but
more randomly than it hits elevated objects. Even a few less feet of height can make a difference
in improving your odds of not being the struck object. This is why the first part of getting into
the lightning position is lowering yourself down to decrease your height. Lightning tends to hit
long electrical conductors. Metal fences, power lines, handrails, measuring tapes, bridges and
other long metallic objects can concentrate currents. Wet ropes also conduct current and should
be treated with the same respect as wires. Longer objects tend to concentrate more current and
reach more strike points.

Surface Arcs / Injury / Association / Despair

Ground currents occur with each strike and cause roughly half of all lightning injuries.
Ground currents are driven by the enormous potential differences7 that appear in the Earth near
the ground strike point. Typical lightning-to-ground strikes inject roughly 30,000 amps into the
Earth: since the Earth resists electrical flow, large potential differences will appear in the ground
all around the strike point. How far the current flows varies wildly since strike current and
ground conductance easily vary by orders of magnitude. But the closer you are to the direct
strike, the stronger the ground current. If you are standing with your legs separated, if you are on
all fours, if you are in a prone position on the ground, or if you are touching a long metallic
object, you maximize your exposure to potential differences that arise from ground currents.
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The potential difference that appears between
your legs or across your prone body can drive
significant currents through and over your body.
You can minimize your exposure to ground
potential differences and ground currents by:
keeping your feet close together, by not getting
in a prone position, by assuming the lightning
position on additional insulation such as a foam
pad, and by not removing your shoes with thick
rubber soles. These actions can help minimize
the amount of ground current going through your
body, but some experts think these efforts are
moot compared to getting to a safer location. We
need to be careful that we don’t give students a
false sense of security by getting in this
defensive position. High current surface arcs appear to be associated with some fraction of all
cloud-to-ground discharges, during the return stroke. They appear in photographs as bright arcs
of light radiating from a strike point like spokes of a wheel, in the air just above the ground’s
surface (see figure 2). These long hot horizontal currents have been measured up to 20 meters in
length and may get longer. If you are in the path of a surface arc you are likely to conduct some
of the surface arc current through or over your body. Since surface arcs emanate from the base of
trees struck by lightning, never seek shelter near a tree.
Avoid trees because they are taller than their surroundings. Tall trees are especially adept
at generating streamers that attract strikes. If you need to move through a forest while seeking
safer terrain, stay away from the tree trunks as you move. You should also avoid open areas that
are 100 m wide or wider. Lone trees are especially dangerous: the laws of probability say you are
hundreds of times safer in a forest with hundreds of trees than you are near a lone tree in an open
space. Assume the lightning position when at risk. This will reduce the chances of getting a
direct strike and it may reduce the other effects of lightning, but it offers no guarantees. Some
scientists argue that it only moves you up to 0.1 on the 10-scale; others argue that it is muchmore
valuable because the data says that no one in this position has ever been hurt. This position
includes squatting (or sitting) and balling up so you are as low as possible without getting prone.
Wrap your arms around your legs, both to offer a safer path than your torso for electrons to flow
from the ground, and to add enough comfort that you will choose to hold the position longer.
Close your eyes.
While the prone position is lower, being spread out increases potential for ground current
to flow through or across you. Keep your feet together so you don’t create potential for current to
flow in one foot and out the other. If you have any insulated objects handy, like a foam pad or a
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soft pack full of clothes, sit on them. Avoid
backpacks with frames since the frame may
concentrate current. Don’t touch metallic
objects like ice axes, crampons, tent poles or
even jewelry. You won’t get a warning that a
strike is imminent because the lightning event
from cloud to ground and back occurs faster
than you can blink an eye, so stay in the lightning position until the storm passes. The lightning
position reduces the chances of lightning injurying you as badly as if you were standing, but is
no substitute for getting to safer terrain or structure if it is immediately available. A dangerously
close strike actually offers a moment of opportunity to move, while the electrical field rebuilds
itself. But in wide open country or gentle rolling terrain there are no simple terrain advantages,
so use this position to reduce exposure. If you are concerned enough to assume the lightning
position, you should have your group dispersed at least 50' apart to reduce the chances of
multiple injuries. Ground current may spontaneously trigger your leg muscles to jump while in
the lightning position, so take care to avoid being near hazards when you drop into this position.
Anecdotal injury data shows that persons with metal cleats on their shoes are more prone to
injury. So take crampons off while in the lightning position. But if taking crampons off will slow
your descent from a hazardous spot, leave them on to reach safer terrain faster, since terrain is a
much better protector than the lightning position is.
Current through the torso or brain can stop the heart or stop breathing. Hearts often restart
themselves quickly, but it can take the breathing control center longer to recover. Cardiac or
respiratory arrest that isn’t restarted quickly will eventually cause anacrobic conditions that make
recovery problematic. Current through the tissues can also lead to numbness, paralysis or other
nervous system dysfunction. Lightning victims can get burned from the high current electricity
that turns into heat in conductors that resist its flow. Strike victims can get linear burns from
head to feet along the skin, punctuate (spotted) burns, or feathering skin marks (not really burns)
from the charge flowing over their skin. They can get secondary burns from metallic objects like
belt buckles and jewelry that heat up from the current. Burns can also occur from lightning
ignited clothing.
Large entry and exit burn wounds from lightning strikes are rare. Most victims have a
flashover effect (current travels over their skin) that saves them from the more severe wounds:
these people can get linear or punctuate burns or feathering patterns. But flashover can also
travel into orifices, which may explain the many ear and eye problems that result from lightning
strikes. Wet people may carry more current over their skin, instead of through their bodies,
reducing their injuries. It is not suggested that you intentionally get wet in case you are struck,
but it does mean that you shouldn’t be scared that being wet will increase the risk for you. The
explosive force of lightning can result in direct or indirect trauma resulting in fractures or soft
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tissue injuries. Watch for explosive injuries at the feet. The high current can also trigger
significant muscles spasms that can fracture bones.
Electrical injury can injure the brain. Immediate problems may include altered
consciousness, confusion, disorientation or amnesia. Long term problems may include anything
from headaches and distractibility to persistent psychiatric disorders and dementia12. All patients
require a complete body survey and careful evaluation for head, spinal, long bone, or cardiac
injuries; peripheral pulses and sensory and motor status should be assessed. Check the skin for
small hidden burns. The patient in cardiopulmonary arrest may require prolonged CPR,
especially respiratory support if spontaneous pulse and blood pressure return. Unlike normal
triage protocols, first attention and resources should be directed to those who appear dead and
those requiring immediate support of airway and breathing. Any patient who has shown any
signs and symptoms of lightning injury should be evacuated for further evaluation and treatment.

Evaluation / Possibility / Clouds / Exam

A person who has been struck by lightning may appear to be dead—he isn’t breathing,
his heart has stopped. Yet swift cardiopulmonary resuscitation and, if needed, artificial support
usually revive the victim to normal status (although some suffer impaired vision or hearings). As
with any emergency, the initial exam (airway, breathing, circulation, and a brief neurological
assessment) guides further evaluation and treatment. During this preliminary exam, lifethreatening conditions are rapidly identified and simultaneously managed.

Airway / Breathing / Circulation / Control

A lightning strike acts as a massive direct-current countershock that depolarizes the entire
myocardium at once, usually resulting in asystole and respiratory arrest (which causes 75% of
lightning-injury deaths)(3). Asystole is normally followed by a spontaneous return of sinus
rhythm. However, respiratory apnea may persist (the respiratory center is temporarily paralyzed),
leading to anoxia and secondary cardiac arrest. Therefore, always initiate cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) on those victims who appear to be dead. Studies have recorded revival after
prolonged pulselessness and apnea. Start intravenous fluids to support cardiovascular
resuscitation and to treat secondary conditions such as hypovolemic shock.
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Confusion / Disturbance / Affect / Depression

Amnesia, confusion, restlessness, disorientation, hysteria, and aggression are common
after a lightning strike, and tend to last about three to four weeks (2, 3, 5). Interview family
members or significant others to determine what would be normal behavior for the victim.
Lightning victims often suffer disturbances of affect, memory, and sleep patterns that may persist
for months. Mental depression is common—resulting frequently from the victim’s phobias
regarding thunder, lightning, and death—and may mandate psychotherapy and neurological
follow-up. Once stabilized, alert, and oriented, the lightning-injured person doubtless will have
many qurestions and concerns about what happened. Airing feelings in a supportive, caring
environment is beneficial.

Experience / Confusion / Charge / Routine

Lightning victims who experience only minor confusion and amnesia may be discharged
home from the ED, with a responsible adult available to watch for changes in level of
consciousness. Discharge instructions include head-injury precautions and directions about the
care of the superficial burns. As with any head-injured patient, a lightning victim should return to
the ED immediately if he experiences chest pain, palpitations, shortness of breath, or increased
pain anywhere. Lightning victims who have retrograde amnesia may not fully understand what’s
happened to them, and so should be monitored closely. In these cases, a routine check-up with a
physicial within 24 hours is advised.

Instructions for Lightning Avoidance

The origin of the term cloud computing is unclear. The expression cloud is commonly
used in science to describe a large agglomeration of objects that visually appear from a distance
as a cloud and describes any set of things whose details are not inspected further in a given
context. In analogy to the above usage the word cloud was used as a metaphor for the Internet
and a standardized cloud-like shape was used to denote a network on telephony schematics and
later to depiect the Internet in computer network diagrams. The cloud symbol was used to
represent the Internet as early as 1994,[23][24] in which servers were then shown connected to, but
external to, the cloud.
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In meteorology, a cloud is a visible mass of liquid droplets or frozen crystals made of
water or various chemicals suspended in the atmosphere above the surface of a planetary body.
These suspended particles are also known as aerosols and are studied in the cloud physics branch
of meteorology. Estimates of the indirect climatic effect of aerosols are based on the theory of
cloud droplet formation advanced by the Swedish scientist Hilding Köhler in the 1920s and
1930s (3, 4). Köhler assumed that clouds consist of “activated” water droplets that grow
spontaneously after they have reached a critical size corresponding to a critical value of the
supersaturation of water vapor. Köhler further assumed that the aerosol is composed of a
completely soluable salt and that particles are in thermodynamic equilibrium until the point of
spontaneous growth. Indeed, it is still generally assumed that a cloud forms only in a
supersaturated water environment with all the solute coming from the particle. It has recently
become clear, however, that soluble gases (5, 6), slightly soluble solutes (7), and surface tension
depression by organic substances (8) also influence the formation of cloud droplets, in a manner
unforeseen by Köhler.
As predicted by Köhler some 80 years ago, droplet activation places an upper limit on the
supersaturation of water vapor that can be reached in the atmosphere. Given sufficient solute or
enough depression of surface tension, or a combination of the two, the supersaturation in agiven
situation will decrease. At high aerosol and soluble trace gas concentrations and for low cooling
rates, strict activation is not necessary for formation of a visible cloud; indeed, a continuum
exists from ambient aerosol to wetter and wetter particles to unactivated clouds to activated ones.
What is seen as “cloud” can, in reality, be a collection of droplets ranging from fully activated to
unactivated.
By affecting cloud optical properties, these chemical phenomena may lead to nonnegligible global negative forcing (17) and may be as important regionally as the Tworney effect
itself. To assess the importance of the indirect climatic effect of aerosols, one seeks a robust
connection between cloud droplet population and a prognostic variable from global aerosol
models. How that link might depend on chemical cloud activation effects, including variations in
aerosol chemical composition, solute water solubility, solute surface tension lowering, and
condensation of trace gases, remains to be determined. Lack of global data on these activation
effects poses addictional uncertainty beyond that already recognized by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (1), making the largest uncertainty in estimating climate forcing even
larger.
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